
 

Drew Milsom (1986) – Director of Undergraduate Studies (Physics) at University of Arizona 

Drew Milsom - 1986. I attended University Park all four years. 
 
I am not really sure I had any career plans at the beginning, but I was majoring in chemical engineering. 
As many students discover, science and engineering are very different things. I had my first two 
chemical engineering classes during my third semester and to put it bluntly I was bored out of my mind. 
At that point, I switched my major to chemistry. One semester later, I added the physics degree so I 
ended up with bachelors degrees in chemistry and physics. 
 
I conducted research with Prof. Mark Maroncelli in the chemistry department which led to my first 
publication. 
 
I had a summer job after my sophomore year with PPG industries in the Pittsburgh suburbs. I spent part 
of that summer testing furniture coatings that polymerized when subjected to ultraviolet light. And I 
spent part of that summer testing samples in a chromatography lab. 
 
After my junior year, I worked in Prof. Dave Allara's lab in what I think was the materials science 
building. 
 
The only club I really remember being a part of was the Penn State science fiction society. Otherwise, I 
played lots of intramural sports and spent a lot of time at the gym. 
 
 
As my senior year approached, I really did not know what I wanted to do. I was fairly certain from my 
summer job in industry that I did not want a real job. So I knew I was attending graduate school but it 
was not that obvious "in what". Astronomy had always been a hobby but I had not actually thought of it 
as a career choice. Nevertheless, I chose to apply to graduate school in astrophysics. 
 
I did one thing that I would not recommend students do today: 
 
I only applied to six schools. I was accepted at four of them but I probably got favorable dice rolls… 
 



I have seen students apply to eight schools which seemed appropriate for the particular students and 
either not get in or only have one option. Six schools is definitely not enough. Luck definitely plays a role 
here. 
 
I also did something that could be considered risky but I think in my case it was the right decision. 
 
I narrowed my choices to MIT and Northwestern University. Despite MIT being the better school, I chose 
to go to Northwestern. I was reasonably sure that I wanted to do theoretical astrophysics. At MIT, they 
immediately gave students research assistantships and based on your interests they more or less 
assigned you an advisor. My advisor would've been Professor Walter Lewin who was/is an extremely 
well-known x-ray astronomer and educator. I greatly enjoyed my meeting with him but he was really an 
observational astronomer. MIT gave their theoretical positions primarily to students with 95% on the 
physics GREs which I certainly did not have. At Northwestern, I could certainly do whatever I wanted. I 
chose to work with Professor Ron Taam who was/is a well-known theoretical astrophysicist who has 
worked in many different subfields. If I had wanted to continue in research, I am certain I would've been 
able to get a job. 
 
I certainly found out in graduate school that I am not very fond of research. It is possible that I would've 
enjoyed research in a more practical field (perhaps something with an environmental connection) but 
while studying matter flowing around black holes is intellectually interesting it really was not satisfying. 
As I neared the end of my PhD, I briefly considered postdocs in other fields. For example, I had an 
interview for a position at Harvard which involved using computer models to study the chemistry of 
ozone near the surface of the Earth. But in the end, I really did not want a research job. 
 
I ended up staying at Northwestern one additional year and teaching and this was far more enjoyable 
than I would have expected.  
 
Since then, I spent three years teaching at West Virginia University and have now been at the University 
of Arizona for the last 14 years. The last five years, I have been the Director of Undergraduate Studies. I 
“manage” the undergraduate program and teach two classes each semester. I've taught everything from 
first semester introductory physics to our graduate level mechanics course. 
 
Clearly, in my case as a physics faculty member my physics background is absolutely critical.  
 
My long term career plan is to stay just where I am and to teach as wide a variety of classes as possible. 
 
A: Take all of your courses seriously. I have had many undergraduate physics majors say something like 
the following to me “You know those bad grades I earned as a freshman really stick out on my 
transcript”.  
 
B: Get involved in research as soon as you can. It will certainly help your application if you apply to 
graduate school. It will also help you determine whether you really like doing research at all. While I did 
enjoy the undergraduate research I did in chemistry, I found research in astrophysics to be pretty dull. 
Before deciding to attend graduate school, you really need to know if research is something you would 
like to do ten hours a day.  
 
C: Make sure you get to know several faculty as well as possible. Whether you’re applying to graduate 
school or looking for a job in industry, you will need multiple recommendation letters.  



 
At your request, I joined the Linkedin ‘PSU Physics Alumni Group’. I do not actively use Linkedin but we 
have also recognized at the University of Arizona that it is probably a good way to keep track of our 
alumni.  
 
 


